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A

Datasets

Pascal3D+ [12] provides images with 3D annotations for 12 object categories. The images
are selected from the training and validation set of PASCAL VOC 2012 [4] and ImageNet
[3], with 2k to 4k images in the wild per category. An approximate 3D CAD model is
provided for each object as well as its 3D orientation in the image. Following the protocol
of [5, 8, 11], we use the ImageNet-trainval and Pascal-train images as training data, and the
2,113 non-occluded and non-truncated objects of the Pascal-val images as testing data. As
in [11], we use the metric Acc π6 , which measures the percentage of test√samples having a
pose prediction error smaller than π6 : ∆(Rpred , Rgt ) = k log(RTpred Rgt )kF / 2 < π6 .
ObjectNet3D [13] is a large-scale 3D dataset similar to Pascal3D+ but with 100 categories, which provide a wider variety of shapes. To verify the generalization power of our
method for unknown categories, we follow the protocol of StarMap [15]: we evenly hold out
20 categories (every 5 categories sorted in the alphabetical order) from the training data and
only used them for testing. For a fair comparison, we actually use the same subset of training
data as in [13] (also containing keypoint annotations) and evaluate on the non-occluded and
non-truncated images of the 20 categories, using the same Acc π6 metric.
Pix3D [10] is a recent dataset containing 5,711 non-occluded and non-truncated images of
395 CAD shapes among 9 categories. It mainly features furniture, with a strong bias towards
chairs. But contrary to Pascal3D+ and ObjectNet3D, that only feature approximate models
and rough alignments, Pix3D provides exact models and pixel-level accurate poses. Similar
to the training paradigm of [9, 10], we train on ShapeNetCore [2] with input images made of
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rendered views on random SUN397 backgrounds [14] using random texture maps included
in ShapeNetCore, and test on Pix3D real images and shapes.
ShapeNetCore is a subset of ShapeNet [2] containing 51k single clean 3D models, covering 55 common object categories of man-made artifacts. We exclude the categories containing mostly objects with rotational symmetry or small and narrow objects, which results
in 30 remaining categories: airplane, bag, bathtub, bed, birdhouse, bookshelf, bus, cabinet,
camera, car, chair, clock, dishwasher, display, faucet, lamp, laptop, speaker, mailbox, microwave, motorcycle, piano, pistol, printer, rifle, sofa, table, train, watercraft and washer.
We randomly choose 200 models from each category and use Blender to render each model
under 20 random views with various textures included in ShapeNetCore.
LINEMOD [6] has become a standard benchmark for 6D pose estimation of textureless
objects in cluttered scenes. It consists of 15 sequences featuring one object instance for each
sequence to detect with ground truth 6D pose and object class. As other authors, we left
out categories bowl and cup, that have a rotational symmetry, and consider only 13 classes.
The common evaluation measure with LINEMOD is the ADD-0.1d metric [6]: a pose is
considered correct if the average of the 3D distances between transformed object vertices by
the ground truth transformation and the ones by estimated transformation is less than 10% of
the object’s diameter. For the objects with ambiguous poses due to symmetries, [6] replaces
this measure by ADD-S which is specially tailored for symmetric objects. We choose ADD0.1d and ADD-S-0.1d as our evaluation metrics.

B

Evaluation Metrics

For results on LINEMOD, the ADD [6] metric is used to compute the averaged distance
between points transformed using the estimated pose and the ground truth pose:
ADD =

1
||(Rx + t) − (R̂x + t̂)||
m x∈∑
M

(1)

where m is the number of points on the 3D object model, M is the set of all 3D points of this
model, p = [R|t] is the ground truth pose and p̂ = [R̂|t̂] is the estimated pose. Following [1],
we compute the model diameter d as the maximum distance between all pairs of points from
the model. With this metric, a pose estimation is considered to be correct if the computed
averaged distance is within 10% of the model diameter d.
For the objects with ambiguous poses due to symmetries, [6] replaces this measure by
ADD-S, which uses the closet point distance in computing the average distance for 6D pose
evaluation as in:
1
ADD-S =
min ||(Rx1 + t) − (R̂x2 + t̂)||
(2)
m x1∑
∈M x2 ∈M

C

Ablation and parameter study

Ablation and parameter study on the number of rendered images. Table 1 shows the
experimental results of pose estimation on 20 novel categories of ObjectNet3D for different numbers and layouts of rendered images. The viewpoints are sampled evenly at Nazi
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Nazi × Nele

0

1×1

6×1

3×2

2×3

12×1

6×2

4×3

18×1

9×2

6×3

Acc π ↑

50

56

59

60

58

59

62

58

58

60

59

MedErr ↓

50

45

44

44

51

46

40

46

51

43

45
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Table 1: Ablation and parameter study on ObjectNet3D of the number and layout of rendering images at the input of the network when using multiple views to represent shape.
Performance depending on the number of azimuthal and elevation samples.
Randomization Range
Acc π
6

↑

MedErr ↓

[−0°, 0°]

[−45°, 45°]

[−90°, 90°]

[−180°, 180°]

56

62

60

55

47

40

43

52

Table 2: Parameter study of azimuthal randomization used as a specific data augmentation of
our approach. Performance depending on the range of azimuthal variation during training.
azimuths and elevated at Nele different elevations. Nele = 1, 2, 3 represents respectively elevations at (30°), (0°, 30°), (0°, 30°, 60°). The Acc π6 metric measures the percentage of testing
samples with a angular error smaller than π6 and MedErr is the median angular error (°) over
all testing samples.
The table shows that using shape information encoded from rendered images (when
Nazi × Nele > 0) can indeed help pose estimation on novel categories, i.e., that are not included in the training data. In the first column (0 rendered images) we show the performance
of our baseline without using the 3D shape of the object, compared to this result, the network
trained with only one rendered image has a clearly boosted accuracy.
The table also shows that more rendered images in the network input does not necessarily mean a better performance. In the table, the network trained with 12 rendered images
elevated at 0°and 30°gives the best result. This may be because the ObjectNet3D dataset
is highly biased towards low elevations on the hemisphere, which can be well represented
without using the rendered image captured at high elevation such as 60°.
Parameter study on the azimuthal randomization strategy. Table 2 summarizes the
parameter study on the range of azimuthal jittering applied to input shapes during network
training. The poor results obtained for [−0°, 0°] and [−180°, 180°] are due the objects with
symmetries, typically at 90°or 180°.

D

Qualitative Results on LINEMOD

Some qualitative results for 13 LINEMOD objects are shown in Figure 1. Given object
image and its shape, our approach gives a coarse pose estimate which is then refined by pose
refinement method given by DeepIM [7].
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Figure 1: Visual results of object pose estimation on LINEMOD [6]. For each sample, the
four columns from left to right represent: the input image, the correct shape and orientation,
our initial estimate and the final estimate after refining our initialization with DeepIM [7].
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